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� Machine learning methods were used
to generate three-dimensional porous
materials, based on selected image
training sets.

� A combination of two-dimensional
generative adversarial networks
(GAN) and bag of features approach
was used as a potentially
computationally cost-effective
alternative to dimensionality costs
that can be associated with three-
dimensional GANs.

� The process aims at extracting
features from complex geometries for
mimicking- biomimicking porous
structures.

� The generated structures showed
consistency in their compressive
properties within the same
resolution, however the reducing
resolution appears to have a
significant effect in resulting
properties.

� The generated structures can
potentially be scaled and used with
different materials and additive
manufacturing techniques.
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Complex structures, often found in nature, may be difficult to replicate or integrate with human-made
designs. Generative machine learning may be a useful tool in extracting and transferring complex struc-
ture features. A generative adversarial network (GAN) was trained using x-ray microtomography images
of porous and lattice structures. Three types of cellular materials were used. Two-dimensional images
were generated by the generative network at two resolutions. A bag of features approach was used to
sequence the generated images of porous structures. The combination of 2D GAN method and similarity
based stacking resulted in 3D structures. The approach aimed at economising on computational cost
whilst ensuring a degree of continuity through the structure. The original and generated open cell porous
structure images were binarized and 3D surfaces were created using imaging tools. The surfaces were
transformed into solid geometries, using computer aided design tools and exported for 3D printing.
The compressive behaviour of the specimens was compared. The method generated qualitatively similar
structures of consistent relative densities. However the relative density and compressive response of the
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Biomimicking
Cell scaffolds
Drug delivery
3D printing
generated structures diverged in relation to the reduction in resolution. The method shows promise for
biomimicking, or generating hybrid natural-artificial structures, based on training sets.
� 2022 The Author. Published by Elsevier Ltd. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license

(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
1. Introduction

Complex cellular and porous structures can often be found in
nature. Their geometrical complexity and features are often
evolved and functional. Intricate functional structures can be diffi-
cult to describe analytically and mimicking those structures
through human made CAD design methods can be difficult and
may miss useful, or critical features, related to the material’s func-
tions or aesthetics.

Machine learning methods and particularly deep learning, have
seen a significant increase in applications across multiple fields.
The applications within materials engineering over the past few
years have been mainly focused on predicting properties
[23,14,21], classifying damage [7], or material recommendations
for specific applications [33]. This study proposes and evaluates a
method for using machine learning techniques to generate 3D por-
ous structures based on chosen training sets.

Porous materials is a class of materials that can be either artifi-
cial i.e. made by humans, or encountered in nature. The porous or
cellular structures can often have multiple functions as a result of
the combination of geometrical and parent material characteris-
tics. Examples of functionalities include structural support and
impact protection [32], whilst also providing with a network of
passages through which fluids can circulate and nutrients or heat
can be transferred or exchanged. Porous structures can be found
in intricate geometries that have been evolved through biological
processes over thousands of years [32] or produced via stochastic
methods [2]. Trabecular bone is an example of a biological complex
porous structure with varying degrees of porosity. Bone functions,
include support and cell scaffolding for various types of tissue [20].
Complex 3D printed porous scaffolds could also be suitable for cre-
ating biomimetic structures that could replicate or provide a real-
istic tumor cell microenvironment for 3D in vitro studies of cancer
cells [16]. Porous structures are also considered for controlled drug
release applications with the use of impregnated bioresorbable 3D
printed materials [8,35]. Additionally industrial applications in
battery technology have been related to porous materials [9].

Attempts to artificially replicate natural porous structures can
result in geometries that are insufficiently similar to the natural,
either in terms of geometry or material properties [4]. Obtaining
the exact porous geometry using methods such as x-ray microto-
mography can be restrictive as it can only replicate the specific
existing material whilst it can also be expensive and not always
readily available [6,4]. Stochastic strategies employed within com-
puter aided design methods have been used to represent or gener-
ate porosity [26,28]. Similarly geometric tessellations have been
used (e.g. Voronoi tessellation) in biomimicking applications [31]
or optimized and used as low density fillers [18]. Additionally geo-
metric tessellations within computational algorithms were
designed to mimic geometrical characteristics of existing struc-
tures (e.g. following a size distribution and with a proximity crite-
rion) and were used with finite element modelling for predicting
material properties of complex porous structures [29;34]. However
these methods might still lack in capturing all the geometrical fea-
tures, or limited in terms of the structures they can replicate.

Machine learning techniques offer a promising alternative to
current methods as they have been able to sufficiently extract fea-
tures for classification and properties prediction. Machine learning
generally includes a collection of methods which can be used for
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identifying and using patterns from a set of data for decisions. Gen-
erative adversarial networks are deep learning networks that can
generate data which are indistinguishable by the discriminator,
from the original set with which the network was trained [24]. Fur-
thermore GANs have been used to transfer certain features across
domains whilst preserving certain others [19]. This capability
could allow for transformations which could potentially be devel-
oped for hybrid structures. For example subtle geometrical fea-
tures of porosity, found in nature, may serve specific purposes
that could potentially be useful in other applications. Transferring
could intergrade learned structural features e.g. from a specific
type of porosity taken from a naturally occurring structure, and
integrate it in human made designs for e.g. functional or aesthetic
purposes.

However machine learning methods are often associated with
significant computational cost. The computational demands can
potential rise exponentially with added dimensions [3,12,13] and
despite proposed mitigating strategies [10,11] the cost can be
prohibitory.

As a first step this work presents a process for generating 3D
porous structures based on selected training sets by the use of gen-
erative networks for creating 2D images and the ‘‘bag of features”
(BoF) approach for similarity based stacking [30,22,5,17,15]. The
produced image stacks are processed and realised using additive
manufacturing.

2. Methods

2.1. GAN training

Deep learning is generally a subset of several methods often
classified as artificial intelligence or machine learning. Many of
the building blocks i.e. theoretical concepts, mathematical optimi-
sation methods and computational algorithms might have been
available for several years. However the recent developments in
CPUs and GPUs have significantly increased the widely available
processing power, and have made these tools accessible for multi-
ple potential applications. Matlab deep learning toolbox and
libraries were used in configuring a generative adversarial network
(GAN) for 2D images, consisting of a generator and discriminator
[24] (Fig. 1). The network was trained on sets of 2D images, previ-
ously obtained via x-ray micro tomography (XMT) [27] (Fig. 2).
Four categories were used based on image stack sets corresponding
to three different types of structures (Fig. 2). The sets were of Tita-
nium lattice structures (219 images), PMI closed cell foam [1] (256
images), and open cell porous Titanium [29] (613 images without a
ring artifact, 64 images with ring artifact). The generator aims to
produce images that would be indistinguishable from the original,
by the discriminator.

For the discriminator network (Fig. 3) (Table 1) a dropout of
0.25 and 0.5 was defined for the 64x64 and 128x128 cases respec-
tively. An increasing number of 5x5 sized filters was used for 5
convolution layers (i.e. 64, 128, 256, 512 and 128, 256, 512,
1024). A constant stride of 2 was used except for the 3rd layer of
the 128x128 case in which the stride was set to be 4.

For the generator network the categorical labels (Fig. 4) (Table 2)
were converted to embedding vectors and concatenated with noise
arrays to a resulting image array. The network upscaled the result-
ing arrays to the corresponding resolution i.e. 64x64x3 and
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Fig. 1. Schematic representation of a generative adversarial network.

Fig. 2. (Top) reconstructed material structures obtained via X-ray microtomography (XMT), (bottom) sample slices from the corresponding image stacks for each structure.
(A) Titanium lattice, (B) PMI closed cell foam, (C) Titanium open cell foam.
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128x128x3. 4 transposed convolution layers were used for the
64x64 pixel case. Filters of 5x5 were used. The number of filters
was decreasing for each layer (i.e. 256, 128, 64, 3). A horizontal
and vertical stride of 2 was set, and cropping to match the input.
5 transposed convolution layers were used for the 128x128 case
(i.e. filter numbers 512, 512, 128, 3, 3 respectively). A ‘‘tanh” acti-
vation function was used at the end.

The original images were resized at input and the network was
trained using square images of 64x64 and 128x128 pixel
resolution.

The GAN networks were run for 500 epochs, with 128 mini-
batch size, a learning rate of 2 10-4, gradient decay factor of 0.5
and squared gradient decay factor of 0.999. A Lenovo Thinkstaion
was used, fitted with an Intel Xeon processor (8 Mb cache,
3.5 GHz), 8 GB RAM and an Nvidia Quatro graphics card. Processing
lasted approximately 53 and 7 h for generated images of resolution
(128x128) and (64x64) pixels respectively.
2.2. Generating porous structure image stacks and 3D printed
specimens

The generator was used to produce images corresponding to the
Titanium porous structure training set. The original images were of
634 � 623 pixel resolution and corresponding to Titanium speci-
mens originally intended as bone mimicking implants [27]. The
generated images were produced using the GAN generator for
128x128 and 64x64 pixel resolution. 120 images were produced
for each specimen of each corresponding resolution i.e. 3x120
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images for the 128x128 resolution specimens, and 3x120 images
for the 64x64 resolution specimens. The images were then bina-
rized using ImageJ automatic thresholding [25]. Bag of features
(BoF) method from MATLAB computer vision toolbox, was then
configured to rearrange and sequence the generated images into
a stack, based on the similarity of each image to its following.
The sequencing method was used so that each image was followed
by the image of the remaining generated set, that was most similar
to its previous. Similarity based stacking was used to ensure some
realistic continuity through the thickness of the porous structure.
The stack was then imported to medical imaging software
(InVesalius). Pixel scale size for the binary images of the GAN gen-
erated images were adjusted to transversely match the original set
specimen size (5 mm diameter). The binary images were then seg-
mented and a 3D surface was constructed. CAD software (Autodesk
Meshmixer) was then used to convert the shell surface into a
closed solid body. The structure was exported in stereolithography
format (.stl). The geometries were imported in 3D printing soft-
ware, Ultimaker Cura� v.4.6 (Ultimaker, Cambridge, MA, USA), uni-
formly scaled to 30 mm diameter and prepared for additive
manufacturing. An Ultimaker 3 dual nozzle FDM printer machine
was used for manufacturing the specimens (Fig. 5). PLA recom-
mended settings were used for the structure (Table 3).
2.3. Testing

The 3D printed specimens were tested under quasi static com-
pression at a strain rate of _e ¼ 10�3 s�1. A Shimadzu AG-X testing



Fig. 3. Schematic representation of discriminator network architecture.

Table 1
Discriminator network parameters.

Parameters Discriminator
Resolution 64x64 128x128
Dropout 0.25 0.5
Number of layers 5 5
Filter size for each layer 5x5, 5x5, 5x5, 5x5,

4x4
5x5, 5x5, 5x5, 5x5, 4x4

Stride in layers 2 2, 2, 4, 2, 2
(respectively)

Number of filters in each
layer

64, 128, 256, 512 128, 256, 512, 1024

Fig. 4. Schematic representation of generator network architecture.

Table 2
Generator network parameters.

Parameters Generator

Resolution 64x64 128x128
Filter size 5x5 5x5
Number of layers 4 5
Stride 2 2
Number of filters in each layer 512, 128, 64, 3 512, 512, 128, 3, 3

Table 3
Printing settings.

Settings PLA

Printing temperature (�C)
Built plate temperature (�C)

200
60

Layer height (mm) 0.1
Printing speed (mm.s�1) 70
Filament (mm) 2.85
Nozzle (mm) AA 0.4
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machine was fitted with a 50 KN load cell and used for the testing.
The recorded crosshead stroke displacement was corrected using
the measured machine compliance. Specimens were compressed
in the through-thickness direction i.e., the axis in which each slice
was stacked and then each layer was added during the manufac-
turing process. Each test was repeated three times using different
specimens. A total of 9 specimens was tested up to a force load
limit corresponding to the load cell capacity.
Infill (%) 100
3. Results - discussion

Fig. 6 shows the comparison between samples of the training
sets of the original XMT obtained training image set slices, and
samples of the GAN produced images. The images produced by
the generative adversarial network are two dimensional in the
transverse direction and at resolutions of 128x 128 and 64x64 pix-
els. The training set samples are of an open cell irregular porous
structure, an open cell porous structure with an XMT ring artifact,
a closed cell high porosity foam, and a regular lattice structure
(Fig. 6(left column)). The generated open cell porous structures
(Fig. 6A) appear to be qualitatively similar to the original but with
visibly reduced corresponding resolution. The ring artifact in the
4

same type of open cell porous material (Fig. 6B) appears to have
been excluded but perhaps resulted in reduced sharpness. The
original PMI closed cell foam (Fig. 6C) consisted of thin cell walls
of polyhedral cells. In the given scan and GAN resolution the net-
works appear to have not sufficiently captured the characteristics
of the closed cell foam. Perhaps a minimum necessary resolution,
higher than the one utilised, would be required for representing
the specific features.

The cellular lattice structure (Fig. 2 A) consists of repeated sets
of struts that meet in nodes of common origin. The sequence of
slices is of importance as to whether the struts are converging



Fig. 5. Schematic representation of the process.

Fig. 6. Comparison between samples of the original control set of X-ray microtomography obtained images of cellular materials (left column), and GAN generated images at
different resolutions (middle, right column). (A) Titanium foam, (B) Titanium foam, (C) PMI closed cell foam, (D) Lattice Titanium.
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towards a node or diverging away from it (Fig. 2A). The network
was trained upon a set of slices across the thickness of the lattice
structure. As expected the thickness sequencing and therefore
the representation of the struts was not captured by the 2D GAN
(Fig. 6D). The resulting structure was not consistently continuous.
The randomly produced 2D images might have not proportionally
5

represented each stage within the lattice cell stack. In practice lat-
tice structures would also be more sensitive in defects by compar-
ison to irregular porous structures. A 3D GAN network would
perhaps be more suitable for materials where through-thickness
sequence is crucial for continuity. A hierarchical extraction of fea-
tures at a global level would be perhaps more effective by compar-
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ison to the local features used by the BoF method. However 3-
dimensional processing would also impose significant increase in
computational cost associated with dimensionality. Alternatively
a similarity based stacking in which the transverse images are fol-
lowed by their most similar, could potentially yield the cell geom-
etry, provided that sufficient images of each stage are produced by
the generator. Perhaps additional filtering e.g. ensuring that each
stage of the cell is proportionally represented for the desired num-
ber of cells, and stacking rules with overlap requirements, could be
imposed at the generation stage based on which the structure
slices could be accepted, or rejected and replaced.

Slice images (120 images in each stack sequence) were taken
from the original (control) porous structure (Fig. 6A) and were
compiled using medical imaging software. Similarly 120 images
were generated from the trained GAN. The generated images were
stacked based on similarity of each image to its previous, out of the
remaining images set, using the bag of features (BoF) method.
Using similarity based stacking instead of a 3D GAN (with higher
computational cost), assumes that in a random porous material
image set a slice is probably followed by a relatively similar one,
due to overlap in continuing struts or pores. Conversely similar
slices could produce continuous struts and pores due to overlaps.
The assumption seems to yield continues pores and struts and per-
haps could be an effective economical alternative for random por-
ous materials. A comparison can be seen in Fig. 7 between the
control and generated specimens at an axial, sagittal and coronal
plane. The similarity stacked approach, at first instance, seems to
have qualitatively produced porous specimens with some continu-
Fig. 7. Comparison through different planes between stacks of XMT obtained images of
similarity stacking based on the BoF technique (B, C).
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ity comparable to the control structure. However the external sur-
face seems to have not been captured. Perhaps more effective
continuity considerations or criteria related to the external surface
can be added to the stacking method. A quantitative comparison of
pore interconnectivity could provide with a better assessment of
the method and with relation to the generated image resolution.

The image stacks were processed to construct 3 dimensional
surfaces, and made into closed solid volumes using medical imag-
ing (InVesalius) and CAD software correspondingly. They were
then scaled to suitable size corresponding to the specific 3D printer
resolution. A fusion deposition modelling (FDM) 3D printer (Ulti-
maker 3) was used for additively manufacturing the physical spec-
imens. Fig. 8 shows a comparison between the control and the GAN
generated structures of the two resolutions.

The effect of resolution to the resulting physical properties can
perhaps be better appreciated in Fig. 9. Comparing the density and
mechanical compressive behaviour between the control and gener-
ated structures there appears to be a diversion with relation to the
reduction in resolution. Generally all specimens responded to com-
pressive loading in a linear elastic stress manner for up to about
0.04 strain, and followed by a plateau and densification (Fig. 9A).
The behaviour profile is generally common to porous materials
[27]. Testing load was restricted to load cell safety limits. The cor-
responding stress at e = 0.04 strain is shown in Fig. 9B with relation
to density increase. Both density and stress at e = 0.04 increased
with decreasing resolution by comparison to the original control
specimens (Fig. 9C). The divergence in density and compressive
response could be due to a combination of reasons during the mul-
the original control Titanium foam (A), and GAN generated images, stacked using



Fig. 8. Comparison between the reconstructed 3D structures of the original Titanium foam and the machine learning generated specimens. (Top) CAD 3D representation,
(bottom) 3D printed specimens. (Left) original Titanium foammaterial, (Middle) generated structure at resolution of 128x128 pixels, (Right) generated structure at resolution
of 64x64 pixels.
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tiple steps of the process. Perhaps a better assessment on the effec-
tiveness of the process would be a comparison of the resulting den-
sity and compressive behaviour, between control and generated
structures of the same resolution. The matching resolution could
be achieved either by increasing the resolution of the generated
images (with associated computational cost) or by decreasing the
resolution of the control images. Furthermore, an analysis of the
GAN extracted features and their translation into 3D porous struc-
tural characteristics could guide optimisation of hyperparameters
and the process as a whole. Further study would be required to
quantify the effect of generator resolution on the specific geomet-
rical features of the generated structures, that could be relevant to
potential application requirements (i.e. pore size, interconnectiv-
ity, surface area etc).
4. Conclusion

A combination of generative adversarial networks (GAN) and
bag of features (BoF) approach was used to mimic 3D porous mate-
rials. Specimens were virtually generated and manufactured using
an FDM 3D printing technique. The combination of deep generative
machine learning and BoF approach was used as an alternative to
computationally demanding methods of higher dimension GANs
(e.g. 3D GAN). The method appears to have successfully produced
porous structures with pore continuity across the thickness, how-
ever it was not as successful in regular lattice structures and closed
cell foams with finer features. The reduction in resolution between
original control specimens and GAN images, was aimed in
economising on computation. However compression tests suggest
a significant effect in the resulting mechanical behaviour. Perhaps
a better comparison between input and output specimens of the
7

same resolution will be the topic of future work. Additionally fur-
ther work would be required for quantifying the effect on other
porous material characteristics i.e. pore size distribution, intercon-
nectivity etc. The network hyperparameters (e.g layers and filters
etc) and the process as a whole could be further optimised for bet-
ter application efficiency. Nevertheless the method shows promise
and could potentially be considered in mimicking, biomimicking,
or generating natural-artificial hybrid structures. Organic natural
structures may have naturally evolved for various purposes and
could be potentially combined and manipulated for application
requirements. Machine learning and deep generative modelling
techniques could be used to potentially uncover and capture subtle
features of complex organic geometries, which translate into mate-
rial properties. These features may be elusive to human observers.
The properties of the generated structures could potentially be
manipulated and combined through the choice of training sets.
Ideally, trained generative networks would be able to extract fea-
tures that are relevant to applications, and integrate them into
human made designs under affordable computational cost. The
produced structures could perhaps be integrated with designs for
a multitude of applications and as multifunctional materials with
e.g. thermal, structural, acoustic properties. The presented method
could also be used at different scales, subject to equipment capa-
bility, and with other additive manufacturing techniques.
5. Data availability

The experimental datasets and numerical results generated
during the current study are available from the corresponding
author on reasonable request.



Fig. 9. Comparison between the original control geometry and the GAN generated specimens under compression. (A) The stress in relation to strain response of porous
specimens during compression. (B) Stress at strain of e = 0.04 in relation to specimen density. (C) Stress at strain of e = 0.04 in relation to specimen density and resolution.
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